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Letter 272
Medical Babylon
2014-08-24
Dear Dan,
In October of 2008 I began working as the Night Lead in the (G6z) department. I was doing
this job in 2009 when the Lord gave me the two months off on paid Labor & Industries
leave (see Letter 55 Volume 1). But from 2003-2008 I was working in (G6a). It was while
doing this job that I had an interesting written exchange with two people who, to this day, I
still do not know. Please allow me to explain.
In one area that I cleaned there was a white board on the wall for people to leave messages,
notes, or whatever. One day, say in about 2006, the thought occurred to me of something I
could write on the board, mainly to see what kind, if any, of a response I would get.
Here is what I wrote*;

"

“HUMAN BEINGS, OR PARTS THEREOF,
ARE NOT CROPS TO BE HARVESTED AND TRADED
ON A COMMODITY FUTURES MARKET”.

"

The Lord gave this to me because around this time I had been thinking a lot about how the
medical profession uses the word “harvest” to describe the way various body parts are
obtained for later transplant into another human being, and how that related to Angel Gabe
and his Message in Revelation 18:2-3 against BABYLON THE GREAT, and how later in the
same chapter men are reduced to a mere shopping list of items.
Here is the Scripture.

"

Revelation 18:10-13 (NKJV).

“Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city! For in one hour your judgment has come.'
And the merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her, for no one buys their
merchandise anymore:

"
"

merchandise of

gold and silver,
precious stones and pearls,
Aine linen and purple,
silk and scarlet,
every kind of citron wood,
every kind of object of ivory,

"
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every kind of object of most precious wood,
bronze,
iron, and
marble; and

"

cinnamon and incense,
fragrant oil and frankincense,
wine and oil,
Aine Alour and wheat,
cattle and sheep,
horses and chariots,

"

and bodies and souls of men.”
After a few days of checking I saw two responses written on the board. One said;

"

“YES! GOOD!”,

revealing some agreement with what I wrote.
But another responder left these mocking, adversarial words;

"

“SINCE WHEN?”

To that response I answered with the Spirit of Truth, whereby I wrote this phrase;

"
“SINCE LOVE WILL HAVE PREVAILED UPON THE FACE OF THE EARTH”.**
"

That was some time ago. And since 9 October 2013 one might be able to infer from the
theme of the Word Of My Testimony that the Lord was losing patience with some of the
Devil’s inkluence in the world of Medicine.
*I wrote it but the idea and words came from angel Gabe.
** This will have come true when Jesus, King of the Jews is ruling the planet from his Palace
in Jerusalem for 1,000 years.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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